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the elastik 2 key editor works in similar fashion to elastik's original version. there are 64 keys on the keyboard, from which you can assign different keys to each loop,
with up to four keys assigned to each loop slice. the key editor has a simple interface, with a range of controls to adjust pitch, keys, cutoffs and resonance. these

parameters are adjustable for each loop slice, and the result is a powerful pitch-matching tool. of course, you can also use elastik 2 as a stand-alone application, so
you can set up and playback your loops in this way. it does have limited automation features, but those who use elastik as a plugin will be able to automate each loop
parameter individually. the elastik 2 player works just like elastik's original version. you can navigate the loops in the browser, and set parameters on a per loop basis.
the player is very fast, and it works in a similar fashion to elastik's elastik player, but without the need for a keyboard. the key editor offers the same features as the
original version, and has an additional option to adjust loop velocity. there are 64 keys to choose from, which is a little fewer than elastik's original version. there are
also three modes available to use, standard, extended and compound, and the latter two are where the keyboard input comes in. the compound mode offers further
options for key stretching, key assignment, cutoffs and pitch matching, as well as effects. the elastik 2 pitch editor is a little different to elastik's original version. it
works in a similar fashion, but the controls for pitch, keys and cutoffs are a little different. the interface is similar to elastik's original pitch editor, but with a slight

overall re-design. the pitch editor has an additional slider for loop velocity, and is a lot faster than elastik's original version. it can handle up to 64 notes, and features
a nice looking display with a scroll bar.
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the loopeye interface is the heart of the elastik player. it's used to organize loaded samples in various ways. the loopeye interface is the heart of the elastik player. it
is used to organize loaded samples in various ways. elastik'h elastik is a loop-based structure sample player. it provides an extremely powerful and extremely flexible
structure playback engine. it offers sophisticated loop manipulation tools, including tempo-matching and try to sell and it also offers the retune engine for polyphonic

retuning. this produces it possible to blend and match loops/phrases from any of the your local libraries. the elastik 2 interface is clean and simple, offering easy
navigation of the loops and effects, and an all-in-one view for the entire sample library. there are buttons on the side of the screen to load up specific'slices' of the

waveform, to control the loops pitch, keys and cutoffs, and to open the key editor. all the elastik controls remain in the side panel, as does a standard'search'
function, and the standard library browser. there are also several visual effects, such as pitch shifting, and a'stretch' function that allows you to set how much the
loop is expanded for pitch matching. elastik 2 also has a built-in easy to use sequencing tool, and an effect browser that lets you quickly audition the effects. the

sequencing tool is easy to use, and has an intuitive interface, with controls for quantisation, automation, key stretching, loop start, loop end and loop velocity. it has
been set up with several templates to get you up and running quickly, and a built-in quantise function for quick adjustments. 5ec8ef588b
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